
 

Domes Noruz Experiences 

 

Daily Experiences offered 
by Domes Noruz 

 

The Old Town Revealed 

A very special walking tour, for those that want 

to know more about historical and cultural 

facts of Chania and Crete, with a top 

professional guide. Definitely not a regular 

walk around the city, but mostly a great way to 

learn more and see the nicest spots of the old 

town.  

*Every Monday at 11:15 am 

Duration of the experience: 2 hours 

 

 

 

 

 

Carefully handpicked for you!!! 

 

Become an Olive Oil 

Sommelier for a day OI 

Greece  is known for its incomparable extra virgin 

olive oil and Crete is undoubtedly one of the regions 

where the best quality is produced. Our tour at our 

property will let you discover the world of quality 

extra virgin olive oil, step by step. Tasting of 4 

different oils (3 of production + 1 industrial) with 

bread to sense the organoleptic characteristics of 

each variety of oil. 

*Every Tuesday at 4 pm 

Duration of the experience: 1 ½ hours 

 



 

Domes Noruz Experiences 

Cooking Class with our 
Executive Chef 

 

An Introduction to Olive Oil  

A visit to a beautiful village and a short introduction 

to Cretan olive oil . This experience includes the 

following: a visit to production facilities, a short film 

in order to have an idea of the processes of the 

winter time, and a tasting of three different amazing 

products. 

*Every Friday at 11:15 am 

Duration of the tour: approximately 3 ½ hours. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No better way to leave unless loaded up with new 

culinary knowledge! Domes Noruz Chania, Autograph 

Collection offers top-quality cooking lessons with our 

executive chef Dionisis Pliatsikas for our guests, to 

make you feel a little bit more like home. Our lessons 

are the perfect way for you to learn how to cook the 

delicious Greek cuisine whilst enjoy the local delicacies 

and culture. What we offer is more than a mere 

experience of cooking, we provide you with a unique 

souvenir to take back home and practice in your 

kitchen, reminding you of the sun and sea of our island 

all year round! No better way to leave unless loaded up 

with new culinary knowledge! 

*Every Thursday at 4pm 

Duration of the experience: 1 hour 

 

 

 

*Pre booking at least on day in advance is 

required 

*For participation and more details, please 

contact our Concierge team at #8001. 

 

mailto:guestservices@domesnoruz.com

